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Abstract

A novel method, and the relative apparatus, are described which permit to measure the directional/hemispheri-

cal re¯ectance of a surface at incidence angles h in the interval 0±90°. The method, suitable for the characterization

of optically homogeneous as well as heterogeneous samples, is named ``di�erencing re¯ection method'' as the re¯ec-

tance of the sample, Rdh�h; k�, is derived from di�erences among the re¯ectance signal measured for the sample and

those measured for two di�use re¯ectance standards. In order to be applied, the method requires the knowledge of

the directional/hemispherical re¯ectance of the standards for the wavelength range of interest and for incidence

angle interval 0±90°. The method has been applied to measurements of Rdh�h; k� of solar cells. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science

B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The optical characterization of photovoltaic
(PV) devices, aimed at evaluating their optical
losses, is commonly performed by commercial
spectrophotometers. Typical measurements are the
directional/hemispherical (total and di�use) re-

¯ectance, Rdh�h; k�, of these samples at h � 8° of
incidence and as a function of the wavelength. An
angle of incidence h � 8° is close to h � 0°, which
is one of the ®ve standard conditions (standard
test conditions (STC) [1]) de®ned for the testing of
PV devices. To better investigate the light collec-
tion and trapping properties of these devices, it is
useful to know their directional/hemispherical re-
¯ectance also at incidence angles di�erent from
the STC value, as this condition is met in prac-
tice, when the PV device is installed outdoors.
A procedure for the measurement of the solar or
photopic re¯ectance of materials at incidence
angles up to 60°, by using large diameter inte-
grating spheres, is described in Ref. [2]. Other
procedures have been developed by us [3±5] to
measure Rdh�h; k� (both total and di�use) of PV
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materials and devices at incidence angles well
above 60°. 3

In all these angle-dependent re¯ectance meth-
ods, a collimated light beam illuminates a small
region of the sample surface (see Fig. 1a). By in-
creasing h, the illuminated area increases, reaching
the edges of the sample at a limiting value, hL,
above which the measurements lose signi®cance
(see Fig. 1b). Due to the variation with the angle of
the illuminated area, moreover, the measurements
become incompatible when the sample is optically
heterogeneous.

These two limiting conditions have been fully
overcome by the present method [6]. By using the
optical apparatus described in this paper, the
measurements can be performed on samples with
dimensions of the order of few centimetres, at
di�erent wavelengths of the incident light. Mea-
surements are not limited, in principle, to this
sample size, because larger samples can be char-
acterized realizing a di�erent apparatus with a
larger integrating sphere, a larger sample holder,
and so on. Due to the peculiar procedure followed
to get the hemispherical re¯ectance, the method
has been named di�erencing re¯ection method
(DRM). The DRM permits to measure the hemi-
spherical re¯ectance at these conditions: (i) the
incidence angle can be varied from 0° to 90°; (ii)

the entire selected surface of the sample is homo-
geneously illuminated. Besides the points (i) and
(ii), the DRM shows the considerable practical
advantage that spectral measurements are easily
performed by using a white light lamp. When high
values (80±85°) of the angle h have to be reached,
in fact, the former methods [3±5] require the use of
a laser light source, that assures the illumination of
a very small area of the sample surface at 0° inci-
dence. To vary the light wavelength, therefore, it is
necessary either to change the laser source itself or
to use tunable lasers. Continuous variations of the
wavelength are then di�cult and unpractical to
perform. By the DRM apparatus, on the contrary,
it is not necessary to reduce the cross-section of the
beam to reach high h values, because a collimated
beam of some centimetres cross-section is re-
quired, and then less expensive optical components
can be used to carry out the spectral measure-
ments.

The optical re¯ectance characterization of PV
devices, by both the old [3±5] and the new [6]
methods, generally presents the drawback that a
small portion of the incident light is re¯ected by
the metal grid, when it is used for the front con-
tact, e.g. in monocrystalline silicon (mono-Si) and
multicrystalline silicon (m-Si) solar cells. The re-
¯ection of light from the grid is unavoidable when
the DRM method is used, as the selected area for
the measurements is large enough to let both the
semiconductor (or optically active, o.a.) and the
grid area exposed to light. On these conditions,

Fig. 1. It is shown the light spot appearing on the surface of a

solar cell at di�erent incidence angles of the light beam: a)

h � 0° and b) h � hL.

3 The procedures described in Refs. [3±5] are based on the

use of a re¯ectometer named re¯ectometer for optical measure-

ments in solar energy (ROSE), which permits the optical

characterization (re¯ectance, transmittance) of both small

samples (solar cells, solar energy materials) [5] and large

samples (PV modules, large glass sheets) [4]. The re¯ectometer

is equipped with a 40 cm in diameter integrating sphere

provided with multiple ports for the input of light and the

extraction of the beam specularly re¯ected by the sample, when

necessary. The multiple ports permit to change the incidence

angle of the light beam when samples of large dimensions (>7

cm), impossible to insert into the sphere, are to be character-

ized. The large samples are faced to one window of the sphere

and are characterized by changing the incidence of the light

beam from 0° to 70° with 10° steps. Small samples are

positioned at the centre of the sphere, and characterized

pointing the input beam towards the 0° port and rotating the

sample holder in a continuous way. The incidence angle can be

varied, in this case, from 0° to 70±80°, if a lamp light source is

used. By using laser sources it is possible to reach h values very

close to 90°.
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the resulting re¯ectance data have to be corrected
in order to remove the contribution given by the
metal grid and to obtain the re¯ectance of only the
o.a. area, Ro:a:(h). Some formulae have been re-
ported in our previous works [4,5] to correct the
experimental re¯ectance data. They have been
applied to measurements on PV modules [4], where
the cell is covered by the encapsulant and the glass
sheet, and directly on unencapsulated solar cells
[5].

2. The basic di�erencing re¯ection method appara-

tus

The basic DRM apparatus, in the con®guration
for spectral re¯ectance measurements, is schemat-
ically represented in Fig. 2. It consists of a light
source (s), an integrating sphere (is) and a radia-
tion detection system (r)� (v). The light source (s)
provides with a parallel, white light beam. The
integrating sphere, depending on the size of the
tested samples and on the precision required for
the measurements, can have a diameter in the 20±
40 cm range. As will be better described in the
following paragraphs, a larger sphere diameter
assures a higher precision of measurements at high
angles of incidence. The detection system consists
of a silicon photodiode (r) and a voltmeter or lock-
in (v). The lock-in measures the current of the
photodiode, which is linearly dependent on the

irradiance inside the sphere. The lock-in con®gu-
ration permits a higher sensitivity of light mea-
surements, but requires the chopping of light from
the source (s). A continuous light beam in the
sphere can also be used and, in this case, the
photodiode can be connected to a resistive load of
100±1 kX, and (v) can represent a digital voltme-
ter. The sample (c) is inserted in a black box (b)
(see Fig. 3), that is ®xed at one end of the sample
holder (p). The box is provided with a small win-
dow, where the sample is faced to, from the inside
of the box, exposing a selected area, S0, of the
sample surface. Acting on the head (h) of the
sample holder (p), the sample can be rotated
around the vertical axis (y). The angle by which the
sample holder is rotated can be read on a goni-
ometer installed on the window (w3). The sample
holder (p) should be made of a highly re¯ective rod
in order to not contribute to absorb the light col-
lected by the sphere, and then to keep high the level
of the irradiation inside it. The box (b), containing
the sample (c) or a di�use re¯ectance standard,
should be painted by a black coating in order to
re¯ect as little as possible the light incident on
its surface. This condition is not strictly necessary
as the method, based on di�erences between ir-
radiation measurements, is able to remove the
contribution given by the box to the light re¯ected
into the sphere. However, less re¯ective is the
box surface, better is for the signal to noise ra-
tio. The sphere (is) is provided with two windows

Fig. 2. Schematic of the basic DRM apparatus with the sample lowered to intercept the collimated light beam at the centre of the

integrating sphere.
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(w1) and (w2), diametrically opposed, and with a
black cylinder (a) which acts as a light absorber.
The ®lter (f) is used to select a narrow band of
wavelengths. The DRM re¯ectance measurements
need a preparation of the light beam which consists
in holding up the sample (c), in directing the par-
allel beam towards the absorber, through the two
windows (w1) and (w2), and in checking the light
into the sphere being as low as possible. The beam
cross-section has to be smaller than the windows
(w1) and (w2), and the irradiance inside the sphere
has to be minimized in these conditions, as all the
light must be absorbed by the cylinder (a). When
the sample holder (p) is lowered (see Fig. 2) the
sample lies at the centre of the sphere and its whole
surface is illuminated together with a portion of the
box surface. The sample holder (p) can be rotated
around the vertical axis (y) in such a way to vary
the incidence angle continuously from 0° to 90°. In
Fig. 2 it can be seen that all the selected area of the
sample and a portion of the box surface are illu-
minated by the beam and they will re¯ect a fraction
of the incident beam inside the sphere. Due to the

low re¯ectivity of (b), however, most of the re-
¯ected light comes from the sample (c). The light
collected by the sphere is measured by the detector
(r), which gives a current proportional to the irra-
diance on the internal wall of the sphere. By com-
paring the irradiance measured on the sample (c),
at di�erent h values, with that measured on two
standards of di�use re¯ectance, it is possible, as it
will be hereafter explained, to deduce the re¯ec-
tance, Rdh�h; k�, of the sample (c).

The method, therefore, gives the total hemi-
spherical re¯ectance of a plane surface, as function
of the incidence angle from 0° to 90°. The illumi-
nated area of (c) is constant, at the di�erent h
values, and corresponds to the area S0 of the box
window (see Fig. 3). The measured re¯ectance al-
ways refers to the same region of the sample (c).
The method proves to be indispensable when
dealing with optically heterogeneous samples, as
generally are PV materials and devices. The re-
¯ectance measurements have to be corrected for
the e�ect of the metal grid, when it is present, as
discussed in Section 1.

3. Experimental

Fig. 4a shows the photo of the DRM apparatus,
assembled on an optical bench, as realized in our
laboratory. It is con®gured for spectral measure-
ments, in particular for measurements with a light
beam having a narrow (few tenths of nanometers)
distribution in wavelength. On the left side of the
photo, it is shown a He±Ne laser, and the relative
optics, that can be used as light source as an al-
ternative to the lamp. Fig. 4b shows a particular of
the optics of the apparatus. The details of the
apparatus are also reported in Fig. 5.

The apparatus uses a 40 cm in diameter inte-
grating sphere (ROSE), already employed by us in
other optical measurements on solar cells and PV
modules [3±5]. The light source is a 250 W Oriel
quartz tungsten halogen (QTH) lamp. The colli-
mated white-light beam of the lamp is focused by
the lens (l1) on the ®lter (f), then chopped by the
mechanical chopper (ch) and collimated again at
the input of the sphere by the lens (l2). In Fig. 5a
(d1)±(d4) are diaphragms. The ®lter (f) is a 70-nm

Fig. 3. Drawing of the box containing the test sample (c). The

window (d) exposes to light a selected portion, of area S0, of the

sample surface. In the ®gure, the light is incident at an angle h.
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nominal bandwidth Corion interferential ®lter and
is cooled by a fan. Only ®lters with nominal central

wavelengths 50 nm apart were used (e.g. 600, 650,
700 nm etc.). The absorber (a) was made by a

Fig. 4. (a) Photograph of the DRM apparatus con®gured for spectral measurements. On the left side is placed a laser source, and the

relative optics, as an alternative to the lamp (see also Fig. 5). (b) Particular of the apparatus with the optical components. (c) Back side

of the integrating sphere, with the absorber (a) mounted on the (w2) window.

Fig. 5. Experimental set-up of the DRM apparatus for spectral measurements: (a) lamp source; (b) laser source.
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4.5 cm in diameter cylinder, with the internal sur-
face coated with a black, highly absorbing coat-
ing. A particular of the back side of the sphere, with
the absorber (b) mounted on the (w2) window, is
shown in Fig. 4c. The light spectrum inside the
sphere was measured by using the Oriel InstaSpec
II PDA Spectrograph equipped with an Oriel
Multispec monochromator (600 l/mm reticle).

For white-light re¯ectance measurements with
spectrum s, RC�h; s�, the silicon photodiode (r)
must be replaced by a pyroelectric detector, as a
detector with a ¯at spectral response is indispens-
able for this type of measurements. Due, more-
over, to the lower sensitivity of this type of
detectors respect to photodiodes, the use of the
lock-in con®guration is strictly necessary. For
white-light measurements, it can be used a 250 W
Oriel Xe arc lamp as light source and, as light
detector system, the Laser Precision Rk-5720
Power Ratiometer, equipped with the RkP-575
pyroelectric detector. Xe arc lamps emit light with
a spectrum similar to that of the solar radiation,
apart from some peaks typical of the Xe ions
emissions. In this case, the white-light re¯ectance
measurement directly gives the re¯ectance the PV
device should manifest in outdoors when exposed
to the direct solar radiation.

The DRM measurements can also be performed
at strictly monochromatic light by using a laser as
light source (see Figs. 4a and 5b). The use of a
laser requires the expansion of the beam by a beam
expander (e), in order to produce a collimated light
with an appropriate cross-section at the input of
the sphere. Fig. 5b shows how the con®guration of
the apparatus changes in the light source section
when a laser source is employed.

Fig. 6 shows a photo of the black box (b)
containing a solar cell and the white-painted
sample holder rod. The front side of the box was
built by using a metal sheet of �0.5 mm thickness.
The entire external surface of the box (b) was given
a coat of black, opaque paint, to reduce at mini-
mum its re¯ectance. The use of a highly light ab-
sorbing coating for the box surface is not strictly
necessary, as previously discussed, as the DRM
method is based on di�erencing measurements
that, in principle, should completely eliminate the
re¯ection signal produced by the box surface. In
practice, it is convenient to coat the box by a black
coating to reduce the background light and to
improve the signal to noise ratio.

The standard measurements of re¯ectance car-
ried out at h � 0±90°, following the method re-
ported in Refs. [3±5], and used as a comparison

Fig. 6. Photograph of the box (b) containing a solar cell.
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with the new DRM measurements in order to
validate these last ones (see Section 5), were per-
formed by using the ROSE apparatus equipped
with an Oriel He±Ne laser source operating at
k � 633 nm and with a 20 mW power of unpo-
larized light.

Both the old and the DRM measurements were
carried out using, as references, di�use re¯ectance
standards from Labsphere, having di�erent nom-
inal 8°/hemispherical re¯ectance. Besides the white
standard, made of pure Spectralon material (a
Te¯on based polymer) and showing a P99%
hemispherical re¯ectance, the di�use gray stan-
dards used by us are obtained by blending di�erent
kinds of pigments with the white Spectralon. This
operation reduces the high lambertian character of
the white Spectralon [7]. As a consequence, the
hemispherical re¯ectance of the gray standards will
not be perfectly constant with the angle, as will be
shown later and as has been reported in Ref. [8].

4. Principles of di�erencing re¯ection method

The DRM is based on a relatively simple pro-
cedure, which consists in the measurement of the
irradiance inside the integrating sphere, at di�erent
incidence angles h, for the unknown sample and
for two standards of di�use re¯ectance, whose
re¯ectance values should preferentially be close to
that of the sample under test.

Figs. 3 and 6 show the box (b), inside which the
sample (c) is placed, facing the window (d), from
the inside of the box, in such a way to expose to
light a ®xed area, S0. A collimated light beam, of
irradiance G0 and wavelength k, or spectrum s, is
directed along the z axis and is supposed homo-
geneous on a plane orthogonal to z. The box can
be rotated around the y axis and then the sample
can be oriented at a particular angle of incidence h
respect to the z direction.

4.1. Spectral re¯ectance

The principles of the method are described in
the following for the case of monochromatic light.
The same concepts apply to the case of a source

light distributed over a narrow band of wave-
lengths.

If G0 is the irradiance produced by the light
source at the sample location, then the irradiance
on the sample (c) becomes (the wavelength is
omitted here for simplicity):

G�h� � G0 cosh W=m2
ÿ � �1�

The light power incident on the sample, PIC(h), is
given by:

PIC�h� � G�h�S0 � G0 coshS0 �W� �2�
where S0 is the illuminated area of the sample, that
is the area of the window (d) of the box (see Figs. 3
and 6). It is here supposed negligible the shadow-
ing e�ect produced by the edge of window (d) on
the sample surface.

If RC�h� is the sample re¯ectance, the light
power re¯ected into the sphere by the sample is:

PC�h� � RC�h�PIC�h� � RC�h�G0 coshS0 �3�
In presence of the box with re¯ectance RB�h�, the
total light power re¯ected into the sphere becomes:

PBC�h� � RC�h�PIC�h� � RB�h�PIB�h� �40 �
where the ``C'' and ``B'' indices refer to the sample
and the box, respectively. In presence of a stan-
dard of re¯ectance RS�h�, the total light power
re¯ected into the sphere becomes:

PBS�h� � RS�h�PIC�h� � RB�h�PIB�h� �400 �
Di�erencing Eqs. (40) and (400), we obtain:

DPCS�h� � PBC�h� ÿ PBS�h�
� PIC�h��RC�h� ÿ RS�h�� �5�

Following Eq. (5), the sample re¯ectance becomes:

RC�h� � RS�h� � DPCS�h�
PIC�h�

� RS�h� � DPCS�h�
�G0 coshS0� �6�

The sample re¯ectance RC�h�, therefore, can be
obtained, in principle, by using only one standard,
if the irradiance of the light beam, G0, is measured.
In practice, a great simpli®cation in the measure-
ment of RC�h� is obtained following a procedure
by which two measurements on two di�erent

A. Parretta et al. / Optics Communications 186 (2000) 1±14 7



standards are carried out, besides that on the
sample. We de®ne V(h) as the signal (in volts on
the voltmeter, or in amperes on the lock-in) cor-
responding to a generic measurement (where both
the voltmeter and the lock-in being indicated as (v)
in Figs. 2 and 3) . The measurement on a standard
of di�use re¯ectance will give:

VS�h� � kG0�RB�h�SB�h�
� RS�h�SS�h�� �volts or amperes� �7�

where k is a proportionality factor between the
power of light, at wavelength k, collected by the
sphere and the signal measured by (v); SB(h) is
the box cross-section, namely the projection of
the box surface on a plane orthogonal to the in-
cident beam.

Being the box surface not planar, SB(h) will be a
complex function of h, but this is irrelevant as this
quantity does not appear in the ®nal formulae.
Being, on the contrary, the standard surface pla-
nar, the cross-section of the standard, SS(h), will
simply be:

SS�h� � SS�0°�cosh � S0 cosh �8�
By carrying out two measurements with the stan-
dards S1 and S2, we have:

VS1
�h� � kG0�RB�h�SB�h� � RS1

�h�SS1
�h�� �90 �

VS2
�h� � kG0�RB�h�SB�h� � RS2

�h�SS2
�h�� �900 �

Di�erencing Eqs. (90) and (900), we obtain:

DVS � VS2
�h� ÿ VS1

�h�
� kG0�RS2

�h�SS2
�h� ÿ RS1

�h�SS1
�h�� �10�

The unknown quantities, RB(h) and SB(h), have
been in this way eliminated. The measurement on
the unknown sample now gives:

VC�h� � kG0�RB�h�SB�h� � RC�h�SC�h�� �9000 �
where SC(h) is the surface area of the sample ex-
posed to light on a plane orthogonal to the z axis.

Di�erencing Eqs. (90) and (9000), we obtain:

DVC � VC�h� ÿ VS1
�h�

� kG0�RC�h�SC�h� ÿ RS1
�h�SS1

�h�� �10
0 �

Dividing Eq. (100) by Eq. (10), we obtain:

DVC

DVS

� �VC�h� ÿ VS1
�h��

�VS2
�h� ÿ VS1

�h��

� �RC�h�SC�h� ÿ RS1
�h�SS1

�h��
�RS2
�h�SS2

�h� ÿ RS1
�h�SS1

�h�� �11�

As the surface exposed to light, on a plane or-
thogonal to the z axis, is the same for all the
samples, we have:

SC�h� � SS1
�h� � SS2

�h� � S0 cosh �80 �
and Eq. (11) becomes:

DVC

DVS

� �RC�h� ÿ RS1
�h��

�RS2
�h� ÿ RS1

�h�� �11
0 �

Finally, we have for the unknown re¯ectance, in-
cluding the wavelength dependence:

RC�h; k� � DVC

DVS

�RS2
�h; k� ÿ RS1

�h; k�� � RS1
�h; k�

�11
00 �

By knowing the re¯ectance RS�h; k� of the
two standards, therefore, the sample re¯ectance,
RC�h; k�, can be derived by Eq. (1100). Generally, as
already discussed, only the RS�8°; k� re¯ectance is
known by the calibration charts of the standard.
For ideal di�use re¯ectors, we expect that RS�h;
k� � RS�8°; k� � constant [7]. In reality, RS�h; k� is
not constant with the angle [8], and then it must be
measured precisely, by adopting one of the meth-
ods described in [3±5,8].

4.2. White-light re¯ectance

Measurements at white-light are particularly
useful in the PV ®eld, if the spectrum of the light
source matches that of the direct solar irradiation,
as, in this case, the measured re¯ectance directly
gives the absolute optical loss of the PV device
exposed to the light of the solar disk.

If the spectral irradiance of the light, on a plane
orthogonal to the beam direction and at the sam-
ple location, is GS�0°; k�, we have for the spectral
irradiance on the sample at incidence h:

GS�h; k� � GS�0°; k�cosh �12�
and for the total irradiance:

8 A. Parretta et al. / Optics Communications 186 (2000) 1±14



GS�h� �
Z

dkGS�h; k�

� cosh
Z

dkGS�0°; k� �13�

The light power on the sample (c) becomes:

PIC�h; s� � GS�h�S0

� S0 cos�h�
Z

dkGS�0°; k� �14�

If RC�h; k� is the angle-resolved spectral re¯ectance
of the sample, then we have for the angle-resolved
re¯ectance at light of spectrum s:

RC�h; s� �
R

dkRC�h; k�GS�h; k�R
dkGS�h; k�

�
R

dkRC�h; k�GS�0°; k�R
dkGS�0°; k� �15�

An equivalent expression applies for the re¯ec-
tance of the standards:

RS�h; s� �
R

dkRS�h; k�GS�h; k�R
dkGS�h; k�

�
R

dkRS�h; k�GS�0°; k�R
dkGS�0°; k� �15

0 �

The re¯ected light power from the sample (c) be-
comes:

PC�h; s� �
Z

dkPC�h; k�

�
Z

dkRC�h; k�S0GS�h; k�

�
Z

dkRC�h; k�S0 coshGS�0°; k� �16�

Being the spectral response of the detector ¯at,
the proportionality factor of Eq. (7), k, is constant
with the wavelength and the measured signal be-
comes:

VC�h; s� �
Z

dkkPC�h; k� � kPC�h; s� �17�

The formulae found for the angle-resolved
spectral re¯ectance can be applied also to the an-
gle-resolved, white-light re¯ectance:

RC�h; s� � DVC

DVS

�RS2
�h; s� ÿ RS1

�h; s�� � RS1
�h; s�

�18�
where:

DVC � VC�h; s� ÿ VS1
�h; s�

DVS � VS2
�h; s� ÿ VS1

�h; s�
and RS1

�h; s�, RS2
�h; s� are obtained from Eq. (150).

For white-light measurements it is necessary,
therefore, to calculate the white-light re¯ectance of
the two standards and then to measure the irra-
diance of the light source, GS�0°; k� � GS�k�.

5. Test of validity

The method has been validated by measure-
ments at k � 650 nm, using three 1.25 in. in di-
ameter grey di�use standards from Labsphere:
SRS-02-010, SRS-05-010 and SRS-10-010, of nom-
inal re¯ectance 2%, 5% and 10%, respectively. For
the sake of brevity, they are here indicated as S02,
S05 and S10, respectively. The total hemispherical
re¯ectance of the three standards, at h � 8° and at
the di�erent wavelengths, can be obtained by the
calibration charts of the samples, that report the
re¯ectance values at 50 nm steps for the 250±2500
nm range. To apply the DRM method, it was
necessary to independently measure the re¯ectance
of the standards by using the method described in
Refs. [3±5] (see also Section 3). The re¯ectance,
RS�h; 633 nm�, of the three standards is reported in
Fig. 7.

As told in advance at the end of Section 4.1, the
angle-resolved re¯ectance curve of the di�use gray
standards is not ¯at as should an ideal di�user be
[7]. The re¯ectance tends to increase with the an-
gle, in a monotonous way. This e�ect, higher for
the darker standards, is resumed in telling that the
standard is not a perfect lambertian di�user. The
slightly waving shape of the curves, moreover, is
not peculiar of the standards material, as this is
made of a homogeneous blend, but should be due,
most likely, to the small disturbance produced on
the re¯ected light by the imperfect homogeneity of
the internal wall of the sphere. Internally to the
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sphere, in fact, the ports slightly absorb the light in
correspondence with their border.

The three standards were afterwards charac-
terized by using the DRM apparatus con®gured as
reported in Fig. 5a, provided with a QTH light
source and an interference ®lter of 650-nm nomi-
nal central wavelength and 70-nm nominal band-
width. The spectrum of light at the input of the
integrating sphere, as measured by the Oriel
spectrograph, is shown in Fig. 8. A lock-in con-
®guration, with a chopping frequency of 70 Hz,
was arranged.

Fig. 9 shows the current curves obtained by
measuring the three standards by DRM. The
current, in this case, corresponds to the signal
VS(h) reported in Eq. (7) and following. The cur-
rent curves show a characteristic behaviour, that is
the tendency to grow at increasing h, the reaching
of a maximum at 70±80° and the falling to zero at
90°. This is due to two combined and opposite
e�ects, that is the increase, with h, of RS(h) (see
Fig. 7) and the decrease, with h, of cos h. We have,
in fact, from Eq. (7), neglecting the box re¯ec-
tance:

VS�h� � kG0RS�h�SS�h�
� kG0RS�h�SS�0°�cosh

� � � � � kG0S0�RS�h�cosh� �19�

It is easily found that the maximum of the VS(h)
curve, corresponding to ISC (nA) of Fig. 9, is
reached at the angle hM satisfying the expression:

tghM � R0S�h�=RS�h� �20�

obtained deriving VS(h) and equalizing to zero.
R0S(h) is the derivative of RS(h) respect to h.

The DRM current curves appear very regular,
contrary to the laser measurements of Fig. 7. This
fact has a double signi®cance. First of all, the
DRM measurements seems to be less sensitive to
the optical heterogeneity of the neighbouring en-

Fig. 7. Total directional/hemispherical re¯ectance of the three

standards: S02, S05 and S10, measured by using a He±Ne laser

operating at k � 633 nm.

Fig. 8. (a) Spectrum of the light used in the DRM measure-

ments. (b) Line of the He±Ne laser light.

Fig. 9. Current curves of the three standards of Fig. 5, as ob-

tained following the DRM procedure.
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vironment (the integrating sphere with the multi-
ple ports). Secondly, the measurements seems to
be more stable and less a�ected by statistical
¯uctuations. This should assure more precise re-
sults.

By using the data of current for the S02 and S10
standards and applying Eq. (1100) the re¯ectance
curve for the S05 standard was simulated. It is
compared in Fig. 10 with the curve obtained
by laser at k � 633 nm. The DRM re¯ectance
curve shows a higher regularity than those mea-
sured by laser. This con®rms the validity of DRM
as an alternative, wherever possible, to the old
methods.

A comparison between laser and DRM mea-
surements, con®ned to the 0±80° interval, is also
reported in Fig. 11, where the angle-resolved re-
¯ectance behaviour of a mono-Si solar cell is
shown. Both curves of Fig. 11 show a waving be-
haviour that should not derive from disturbances
by the sphere wall, but most likely are due to the
particular type of cell under test. This cell, in fact,
is made of a textured surface with square pyra-
mids. Changing the angle h, in this case, has the
e�ect of changing the incidence angle of the beam
on the di�erent facets of the small (�10 lm) pyr-
amids.

The agreement between laser and DRM mea-
surements, as coming from Fig. 10 and particu-
larly from Fig. 11, appears quite good and

represents a positive result for the test of validity
of DRM.

The DRM has been applied also to other PV
devices. One of these consisted of a m-Si solar cell,
textured by a ``honeycomb'' structure [5,9]. Fig. 12
shows the current curves obtained for the two
standards S02 and S05, used as reference, and for
the solar cell. Fig. 13 ®nally shows the DRM re-
¯ectance curve at k � 650 nm obtained for the
solar cell applying Eq. (1100). Due to the absence
now, on the textured surface, of oriented facets,

Fig. 10. Comparison between the total directional/hemispheri-

cal re¯ectance of the S05 standard obtained by laser (k � 633

nm) and by DRM measurements (k � 650 nm).

Fig. 11. Comparison, con®ned to the 0±80° interval, between

the directional/hemispherical re¯ectance of the mono-Si solar

cell obtained by laser and by DRM measurements.

Fig. 12. Current curves for the two standards: S02 and S10, and

for the m-Si cell, as obtained following the DRM procedure.
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both the current and re¯ectance curves of the m-Si
cell appear very regular (see Figs. 12 and 13).

6. Precision of the method

The presence of the absorber (a) in the sphere
can induce a small error in the measurements at
high values of h. As it is shown in Fig. 14a, in fact,

at the angle hL the sample front surface starts to
see the absorber and a small fraction of the light
di�used by the sample is absorbed by (a), and then
not measured by (r). It is easily found that:

hL � arcos�DA=DS� �21�

where DA and DS are the diameters of the cylin-
derÕs base and of the sphere, respectively. In our
measurements, we have DA � 4:5 cm and DS � 40
cm, and the limit angle takes the value hL � 84°,
that is very close to 90°. This portion of light is
e�ectively very small if the sample is a good light
di�user, as the solar cells with textured surfaces,
used in this work, are. When dealing with di�usive
samples, however, it is expected that the same
fraction of re¯ected light is absorbed by (a) from
the sample and from the di�use re¯ectance stan-
dards, with a minimum impact on the precision of
re¯ectance measurements. The situation changes
when dealing with specular samples, for which a
new limit angle can be de®ned. As it is shown in
Fig. 14b, in fact, for these type of samples, there is
a favourable condition which determines the ef-
fective limit angle to be higher than hL, and pre-
cisely:

Fig. 13. Directional/hemispherical re¯ectance of the m-Si solar

cell, as obtained by applying the DRM method.

Fig. 14. (a) Schematic of the DRM apparatus with the sample oriented at the limit incidence angle, hL. (b) Orientation of a specular

sample in correspondence to the angle h0L.
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h0L � hL � �p=2ÿ hL�
2

� hL=2� p=4

� arcos�DA=DS�
2

� p=4 �21
0 �

In the actual case, with hL � 84°, we ®nd that
h0L � 87°, that is very close to the 90° limit. The
discussed error can be de®nitely minimized by re-
ducing as much as possible DA respect to DS. This
implies the preparation of a collimated beam, at
the input of the sphere, with a section only slightly
larger than the box window dimension, and the
reduction of the cylinder diameter to a minimum,
compatible with the full absorption of the parallel
beam when the box is lifted.

There is another potential source of error at
high incidence angles, that is the shadowing e�ect
produced on the sample by the front edge of the
box window. This error can be reduced making a
box with a thinner front face. It could be even
completely removed opening a window that suits
the shape of both the test sample and the re¯ec-
tance standard. This condition, however, was not
realized in our experiments and it is not easy,
anyway, to realize in practice. The in¯uence of the
shadowing e�ect on the precision of measurements
is minimized by the fact that the portion of surface
shadowed by the box window during measure-
ments is the same for both the unknown sample
and for the standards.

The analysis of accuracy of DRM measure-
ments is not straightforward. Due to the lack in
literature of calibrated values of angle-resolved
di�use re¯ectance, in fact, the re¯ectance curves of
the standards (RS1

(h) and RS2
(h)), measured by la-

ser following the old procedure [3±5], represents
the only references for our measurements.

The error to be assigned to RC(h), from DRM
measurements, derives from the propagation of
the errors on three voltage (or current) measure-
ments �VS1

; VS2
; VC�, on two re¯ectance measure-

ments �RS1
;RS2
� and on the angle h. Systematic

errors on h have been practically eliminated by
calibrating the goniometer, installed on the win-
dow (w3), respect to the specular component of the
sample re¯ected beam or respect to the re¯ected
beam of a mirror placed in the box in place of the
sample. To have an idea of propagation of errors

from DRM measurements, we have supposed
negligible the errors on the re¯ectance values
RS1

(h) and RS2
(h), which are the references for these

measurements. By imposing the (realistic) ap-
proximations:

RS2
�h� � 2RS1

�h�; RC�h� � �RS1
�h� � RS2

�h��=2

�22�
it is found that the relative error on RC(h) can be
roughly estimated by the following expression:

DRC�h�=RC�h� � 6�RS1
�h��2�DV �h�=VS1

�h�� �23�
from which it comes out that it is a lot smaller than
the relative error on the voltage (or current)
measurements, when a value of RS1

�h� � 5� 10ÿ2

is used (see Fig. 7). The di�erence found between
laser and DRM measurements (Figs. 10 and 11)
can be only explained as due to systematic errors
in the measurements, like those discussed previ-
ously.

7. Conclusions

A new method for measuring the directional/
hemispherical re¯ectance of a ¯at sample surface
has been presented. The method is based on dif-
ferencing measurements carried out on the sample
under test and on two standards of di�use re¯ec-
tance. Due to the di�erencing procedure followed
to obtain the unknown re¯ectance, the method has
been named DRM. It permits, in principle, to
carry out measurements of total hemispherical
re¯ectance at continuously variable angle of inci-
dence, in the full range 0±90°. Due to the homo-
geneous illumination, at any angle, of the selected
area of the sample, the method proves to be par-
ticularly suitable for measuring optically hetero-
geneous samples, as PV materials and devices
generally are. A relevant practical advantage of the
method is the possibility to carry out spectral
measurements at high incidence angles in a very
simple way. Traditional methods require, on the
contrary, the use of lasers or sophisticated optical
apparatuses.

Respect to the traditional methods, DRM
shows a low sensitivity to the optical homogeneity
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of the environment (the integrating sphere) and, as
a consequence, the current and relative re¯ectance
curves show a high degree of regularity.
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